
A25R Rechargable torch - 725 lumens

The Coast A25R is an improved and rechargeable version of their classic A25.
This torch features a competition beating 725 lumens output. 
It has the same robust and easy to clean stainless steel body as the A25.
This is the torch for those professional users that expect the highest standards from the equipment that they use.

There are two brightness levels available. 

Coast's Pure Beam Focusing Optic System with Fingertip Speed Focus Control means the A25 provides superior beam consistency from
spot to flood and the Beam Lock System easily locks in your desired beam with a slight twist of the focusing bezel.

Powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion battery cartridge, the A25R comes supplied with two so that one can be charging while the other is
in use.
There is also included a battery cartridge which allows 4 x AAA alkaline batteries to be used if charging is not possible.

The lithium-ion battery cartridges can be charged either inside or outside the torch.

Charging options are vesitile as you can; plug the cable straight into a USB port in computer, attach the UK mains plug (or the EU plug if
you're on holiday) and you can even charge on the go with the car charger adaptor.

Backed by Coast's 5 year warranty.

Operational Modes

 BEAM OPTICS: Pure Beam Focusing
LIGHT OUTPUT (HIGH:725 Lumens
LIGHT OUTPUT (LOW: 80 Lumens
BEAM DISTANCE (HIGH: 682 feet / 208 M)
BEAM DISTANCE (LOW: 219 feet / 67 M)
RUNTIME (HIGH): 6H 45mR
RUNTIME (LOW): 19H
LENGTH: 6.25" / 15.87cm
WEIGHT: 10.4oz / 283g
BATTERY DESCRIPTION: Rechargable Li-Ion pack OR 4 x AAA
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Price
£76.49 (Product reference 4379-0)
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